Red Mile Nightly Selections
Saturday, September 7, 2019
Track Handicapper – Gabe Prewitt
Race 1
1 Caviart
Rockland
2 Captain
Ahab
3 Pyro
4
5

Odds on
Boca Raton
Blacklight

6
7

Shipshape
US Captain

Race 2
1 Carousel
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Prescient
Beauty
Alii Nui
Summer
Charm
Hydration
Another
Beach Day
Margret
Hill
Beautyon
thebeach
Salutation

Race 3
1 Western
Exposure
2 Can’t
Beach That
3 Military
Secret
4 Magic Joe
Lindy
5 Major
Deception
6 Captain
Trevor
7 Dancin Lou

Selections
7-2-3-5
Has been a notch below local stakes rivals to this point, but lands on the pole tonight in what seems to be the softer of 2
divs. I could consider him for bottom of exotics against these.
Still looking for his first win as a sophomore, and he did flash a bit of improvement in that most recent runner-up
appearance. Appears to be well spotted after landing in the softer of 2 divs. Big shot.
Couldn’t quite hang with the top ones in Leg 2, but appears to have landed in a much more manageable spot overall
tonight. Best punch should put him close against these.
Took advantage of the lively pace up front to rally past some of his tired rivals last time and grab the 3rd spot. He’s been
only a fringe player on the stakes scene to this point. One of several with a puncher’s chance underneath.
Picked up a good 3rd in opening round, but no factor when we most recently saw him. Would have to step things up a bit
still to make any major noise.
No factor in his most recent try against stakes foes, likely still going to have to pick things up a bit. Not yet.
Put in a gutsy bid in the $500k Messenger last time at Yonkers, and hung in a long way to finish a close 3rd in behind a
very tough pair. Seems to have stepped things up since adding Lasix 3 back. I’m on board.
Selections
8-3-7-5
Start of the 50-Cent Pick 5
Hasn’t had any success in two local stakes tests to this point, and likely still a notch below the top ones again tonight. I’ll
wait for a better spot.
She needed that last start after missing 2 months prior, but still going to have to really step things up in a hurry to make
any major noise tonight. Not yet.
Had some traffic trouble in that most recent try, and was a very solid-runner up in behind the heavy fav in opening leg.
Wouldn’t be surprised to see her bounce back here.
Couldn’t hang with the fav in late stages last time, still going to have to find a bit more pop on the end of it to make any
major noise. I will consider for bottom of exotics only.
Had plenty of late pace after weaving her way through traffic here last time, and plenty of options tonight after landing
in a perfect mid-pack post. One of several in play in behind the fav.
Overmatched to this point in local stakes action, still going to have to step things up. Pass for now.
Put in a decent late rally to finish a distant 3rd last time, and I could consider her for a similar result again tonight.
Underneath only.
Defending KYSS Champ has stamped herself as clearly the one to beat in opening legs, as she has easily crushed these
rivals in back to back starts. Put a circle around her once more.
Not quite as sharp last time as what we saw from her in opening round, and she lands a tough post for tonight’s
assignment as well. Won’t be easy.
Selections
7-2-6-1
Couldn’t quite hang with top ones in late stages last time after being a part of the torrid early pace scenario. Lands back
in a contentious crew tonight, I’ll consider for another underneath finish.
This guy has been RAZOR sharp of late, and rides into tonight on a 4-race win streak including back to back stakes scores
locally. Faces his toughest task to date tonight though with tough rivals on outside. Needs his very best.
Overmatched as a big longshot in his last couple, and retains longshot status tonight. Pass for now.
Joe got tortured with an impossible trip here last time, and was just ‘ok’ in a distant 4th place finish in the opening round.
Still going to have to step things up to make any major noise.
Only a fringe player against stakes company to this point locally, and that is about the best I could see for him once
again. I will consider for bottom of exotics only.
Trevor was a very solid runner-up in behind one of the most talented colts in the country here on 8-15, but couldn’t hang
with that rival in his Messenger Elim. I would expect another sharp effort in his stretch back out to the big track.
Couldn’t have possibly been anymore impressive visually here in 2nd leg, as he was used HARD to make the lead in there,
but absolutely dominated that field and won easily. I’m right back on board again tonight. Lots to like.

Race 4
1 Bad Ms
Johnson
2 Big Bad
Mosa
3 Fox Valley
Conquer
4 Arts Music
5
6

Boogy
Woogy J
Epic Ace

Selections
6-5-1
Filly is off to a nice start to her career on the OH Fair Circuit, hitting the board in 9 of 13 to this point. Should pick things
up on the move to the big track, but hooks a couple of tough rivals on the outside tonight.
A notch below the top ones at this level locally, appears to be facing a similar uphill battle again tonight. I’ll wait for a
better spot.
Has been on a good run against IL Fair rivals of late, but steps up to face what seems to be a much tougher group overall
tonight. Will have to prove he packs the speed for these still.
Took an aggressive swing here last week, but couldn’t sustain that bid and flattened out in the late stages. Seems to be
facing another tough task tonight. Pass.
I was very impressed with his closing kick last time, as he made it close against #6 in the late stages. Keep in mind there
is plenty of pedigree here, he was a $250k yearling purchase last fall. I’ll slot him in behind the fav once again.
Stepped up and delivered as a heavy fav here last week, and is facing a very similar assignment again tonight. Should be
able to handle these once more.

Race 5
1 Keene
Santanna
2 Big Pink
3 Lucky Day
4 Adversary
Seelster
5 I Dreamed
a Dream
6 Skyway
Titan
7 Idbegood
atthat
8 Armani
Code

Selections
1-4-8-6
Hasn’t had her fastball working of late, but do note she plunges all the way to the bottom class for tonight’s assignment.
Should enjoy this type of company. Big wake up call coming? I’ll say yes.
Overmatched to this point locally, still going to have to step things up quite a bit. Not tonight.
Likes to finish close, but keep in mind he is winless for well over 2 years at this point. Underneath only with that in mind.
Finished up with a solid amount of late pace here last week, and gets to dip back into the bottom level for tonight’s
assignment. Should be very prominent against these. Major player.
He’s outraced his odds of late, but seems to have hooked a bit better group overall tonight for this level. Will have to
prove he’s ready to hang with the top ones in here still.
Couldn’t quite collar the fav last time, but still gave a very nice account of himself in a runner-up finish. He seems to be
heading in the right direction, I’ll try him to be close once more.
Has been anything but good of late, but do note the barn change for tonight’s assignment. Will he step up and improve
at first asking for new connections? Not sure.
Overmatched locally of late, but gets to dip back into a level tonight where he should have some success. This has come
up a bit deeper than usual, but he should fit still.

Race 6
1
Free Love

Selections
3-8-4
Start of the $1 Pick 4
See Ticket at the end
Gets to dip one level tonight, and lands on the pole in what appears to be a WIDE open affair. Going to need his
absolute best punch to hang with the top ones in here.
Easily took care of a lesser group in his local debut, but steps up to tackle far better company for tonight’s assignment.
Will have to prove he is ready to hang with the top ones in here still.
Put in a very good try in her local debut, and should be a bit better tonight after the local acclimating mile. Wouldn’t
take much more to step up and get it done here.
This guy continues to race very well locally, he finished close last time after an impossible trip. Lands back in a very
similar group tonight. He fits with these.
Got caught up in a big mile in his most recent, but should be facing a much more manageable group tonight for this level.
His best punch would put him squarely in the mix against these.
She’s been knocking on the door of late, but lands back in what seems to be a very contentious group tonight for this
level. Would have to step things up a bit still against these.
This guy debuts for a new barn tonight after being claimed in his most recent try. Will have to prove he can handle the
jump up. Your call.
Joe gets to dip another level tonight after being outgunned a bit of late. Finally lands back in a group tonight where he
merits a lot of consideration. Major player.
The Tiger saved all the ground last week en route to a very close 3rd place finish. Gets stuck with a tough post tonight
though against what seems to be a deeper group overall. Won’t be easy.
Wow, how about that 51-1 upset win here last weekend? He arrives into tonight after back-to-back wins and will likely
be overlooked again tonight from outside post. Hard to endorse from way out here, but must respect current form.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

My Trmp
Crd
McPansy
Best Trick
Ever
Hesallabt
dabass
Northern
Fiesta
Pass the
Deuce
JL Joe
American
Tiger
Highland
Hellion

Race 7
1 Insane In
Spain
2 Kaboom
Pow
3 Just Faye
4
5

6
7
8
9

Smooth N
Creamy
MG’s
Summer
Angel
I Soar Him
First
Princess
Dalia
Dragon
Fever
Cactus Billy

Race 8
1 Razzleme
Dazzleme
2 I’ve Got
Hootspa
3 TC Loving
Cup
4 Thirty Nine
Red
5 Just Fred
6
7
8

Walk From
Heaven
Marco De
Vie
Princess
Gazela

Race 9
1
Nora the
Explorer
2
Big Kiz
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Tawni
Hall
Frontier
Nicole
Princess
Starlette
Summer
Sage
Gym
Socks
Medical
Image
Swinging
Rockette
Hytech
Honey

Selections
6-2-3-5
No factor in his only local spin at this level, likely still going to have to pick things up to make any major noise. Pass for
now.
This guy continues to get better and better with each and every appearance, he easily dispatched his rivals in most
recent. Steps up a level tonight, but must respect current form spree.
This mare finally gets some post relief tonight after being stuck outside in the last few. Pulled off a major upset here 2
starts back when she slipped through late. She has proven she can go with these. Your call.
It wasn’t exactly pretty, but he found a way to step up and rally by his rivals in the late stages last week as the heavy fav.
Steps up a level for tonight’s assignment, will need his best punch against these.
Put together a solid late rally to pull off the 17-1 upset here last week, and she seems to have stepped up her game over
the last few weeks. She’s hit the board in her last 3 tries, and she’s been a big price every time. Maybe.
This guy was absolutely flying in the late stages last week, and seems to be on the right track after getting off to a slow
start to his 2019 campaign. Should continue to improve. Lots to like.
Hasn’t been much of a factor of late, and lands a tough post in a competitive crew again tonight. Not sure I like that
combination.
Gets to dip down a level tonight after connections opt to put him in for $4k claiming tag. Should be able to hang with
this type of company, but hasn’t been overly sharp of late. Your call.
Billy couldn’t hang with the top ones in the late stages last week, and not done any favors tonight after getting slammed
with outside post. I’ll wait for a better spot.
Selections
7-1-8-2
She has been knocking on the door of late with some close finishes, but always tough to endorse for the top spot at a
short price given her 1 for 45 resume over the last couple of seasons. Underneath only.
He handled the step up to this level with a good even 3rd place finish here last week, and doesn’t appear to have landed
in with an overly tough group once again. Best effort puts him in the mix.
Hasn’t been much of a factor locally of late, going to have to find a bit more pop on the end of it still.
Came up empty after saving ground throughout last time, another that will have to find a bit more in the late stages to
make any major noise. Not yet.
Fred has been even of late, and appears to have landed in a spot tonight where he could finish close once more. I will
consider him for the bottom of exotics.
OH invader hasn’t exactly been overly sharp of late, but she lands in an ultra-cozy spot tonight for her local debut.
Wouldn’t have to step things up too much to hang with these.
Hasn’t been much of a factor locally to this point, but lands in what seems to be his easiest assignment to date tonight.
It wouldn’t take much more to put him in the mix against these. Maybe.
NY invader is a bit tough to gage, but she has shown the ability to leave the gate quickly and does own a win just 2 starts
back. Her best punch should put her in play.
Selections
7-3-8-2-1
20-Cent Super Hi-Five Wagering
She’s been picking up some minor checks at this level locally, and any similar effort should put her in line for an
underneath finish once more.
Overmatched in straight NW1 ranks in OH of late, but should enjoy the local transition against claiming company.
Wouldn’t have to step things up too much to handle these. My only concern is the missed time.
Stepped up and delivered with a nice 14-1 upset here last time, and lands right back in against a similar group again
tonight. Must respect.
Hasn’t been any factor at this level locally to this point, would need a complete turnaround here. Not tonight.
She’s had some major stamina issues of late, but do note she does dip into the local claiming ranks for the first time
tonight. Class relief may wake her up a bit. Your call.
Hasn’t made any impact at this level locally, will have to step things up a bit still. Pass for now.
Chi-town invader debuts for new barn tonight, and gets to dip back into the claiming ranks as well. Should enjoy that
move, his best punch puts him in play.
Lone 2yo has been overmatched at Hoosier of late, but does dip into what should be a very comfortable spot for her
local return. Wouldn’t take much more to put her in play, I’ll toss her on the ticket to spice up the exotics.
Got away to a rough start here last time, but recovered nicely in there to be 2nd. Only 2 for 58 LT, but she does enjoy
finishing close. I’ll consider her underneath once again.
Hasn’t been much of a factor of late, and gets slammed with post 10 tonight as well. Not sure I like the sounds of that.

$1 Pick 4 (Races 6 – 9)
Race 6 – 3, 4, 8
Race 7 – 2, 6
Race 8 – 1, 7
Race 9 – 3, 7
Total $1 Ticket Cost - $24
LOCK OF THE NIGHT: RACE 2 #8 BEAUTYONTEHBEACH (4-5 ML)
LONGSHOT OF THE NIGHT: RACE 8 #7 MARCO DE VIE (9-2 ML)

Find these selections online daily at: redmileky.com/live-racing/gabes-picks
Replays of all races available at: youtube.com/theredmileracetrack
Questions or comments, @gabe_prewitt!

KYSS CHAMPIONSHIPS
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
FIRST POST 3:00 P.M.
OVER $2 MILLION IN PURSES

